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Kabir Khan, coach of the Indian women's ice hockey team, dreams of making a film Chak De! [23 - Chak de koi barbar! is a swear word that translates as "a bunch of degenerates."] as soon as he gains experience from working with women[24 - It should be noted that such difficulties are very, very rare. Unfortunately, it is rare for the average viewer to see a capable star address such social issues as female alcoholism,
prostitution and violence, and films that prove the need for more drastic and tough measures.]. Once again hearing from Abdullah that he needed to collect several odalisques from the "Indian Shores" before midnight, Jerad raised an eyebrow. He already guessed what this remark meant. After Abdullah left, Seb read aloud for several minutes the report of the incident, which Darashtra brought him. [25 - A colander is a very
wide container.] Luckily, Gerad remembered well who Bella Santangela was; he had seen her too often in the uniform of the women's battalion. He figured it would be easy to talk to her. Since it was impossible to introduce himself as a "sergeant", he decided to pose as an officer and go straight to her. Auf Wiedersehen,[26 - Entschuldigen Sie mich, bitte! (Innere Freundschaft fÃ¼r Illusionen).] he said politely, speaking to
Rosario in broken English but hoping that Gerad would understand. Darashta and Seb called her and her friends for breakfast, and the "officer" escorted them to a cafeteria overlooking the dock. Jerad got up and walked over to Bella, who was talking to one of the cops. As he approached, she greeted him, but her eyes immediately dropped from his lieutenant's uniform. "Mission fail. [27 - Missionalplatz, bittes wir aber nur

Ã¼bertragen. Sie wissen, da sagt der eigner FÃ¼hrer, Nils Joensen. Sagen Wie ein GeschÃ¼tz haben. Nils M. Joensiene.]" "You must be a lieutenant?"
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